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Invitation to Business 
Registration in Public Enterprises

If you wish to apply, you should fill in an application form and provide us with all required information 
by September 10th, 2018 in order to register your small and medium enterprises without any fees or with
entitlements for up to 50 % discoun, should you meet the criteria. 

Concern Worldwide is an international humanitarian 
organisation dedicated to tackle poverty and suffering 
in the poorest countries over the world.
It has been established in Lebanon since 2003 as response 
to the Syrian crisis and its reflect on the Lebanese society. 
Its main office is located in Halba, and its services cover Akkar 
and T5 (Tripoli and its suborders).
Concern provides an opportunity for small and medium enterprises 
in Akkar and T5 to express their needs to be registered in the public 
enterprises ,which can  help to ensure a legal protection ,
obtaining banking benefits ( open bank accounts ,getting loans…..) ,
moreover getting  funds(donations, helps…)

Are you a small or medium enterprise owner? 
Are you willing to register your enterprise 
in the Commercial Register or Chamber 
of Commerce and Industry and Agriculture or others 
free or with enttitlements for up to 50% discount ?

For applying kindly, 
choose the convenient way as follows:

1.  Either visit Concern office in HDYS Building, 
opposite Abdel Karim Rifai Petrol Station, Halba, Akkar.

2. Or visit one of the Social Development Centres as follows:
a- kalamoun Social Development Centre: 
Kalamoun, sea road, after Miramar Resort.
b- Meryata Social Development Centre: 
Meryata,high way, after municipality building.
c- Bakhaoun Social Development Centre: 
Bakhaoun, high way, new autostrada.
d- Bibnin Social Development Centre: 
Bibnin,Al cheikh station cross road.
e- Michmich Social Development Centre: 
Michmich, high way

2.  Or print the application using the website: 

www.daleel-madani.org.

 Note: You are kindly requested to precisely fi l l in the relevant   
information and mention all-important details in a close and sealed 
envelope to ensure more accuracy.

For more information, kindly contact us on the following email:
nisrine.elhassan@concern.net       
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